Elements of traveling

1. catch a taxi
2. __________
3. __________
4. __________
5. __________
6. __________
7. __________
8. __________
9. __________
10. __________
11. __________
12. __________

- stand on a platform
- rush to get on
- look at a departure board
- load luggage
- fill up the gas
- get a car repaired
- wait at a bus shelter
- take the subway
- change a tyre
- catch a taxi
- board a plane
- wait in line
Elements of traveling 1

1 catch a taxi
2 wait in line
3 change a tyre
4 load luggage
5 rush to get on
6 take the subway
7 wait at a bus stop
8 stand on a platform
9 look at a departure board
10 fill up the gas
11 board a plane
12 get a car repaired